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International Telecommunications,
Innovations and High Technologies
Exhibition Bakutel – the main It event
in the Caspian region,
international platform, where the
last achievements in
high technology not only
for Azerbaijan, but also many
contries of the world.

Bakutel – is the meeting place
of those who is involved
in the formation of digital future.

Over 10.000 visitors annually get an idea
of modern It-developments,
learn about trends, conclude strong
contracts and useful knowhow.
The speciﬁcity of the Bakutel exhibition
is that here leading ICT companies,
mobile operators, internet providers,
system integrators, famous distributors,
brand represents, real solutions and
technologies needed by users for
succesful work in vector industries:
medicine, construction, oil and gas
industry, Education and other areas.
At present time, Bakutel exhibition is
much more than a demonstration of
ICT achievements. Bakutel is business
exhibition, networking platfor,
business and government (B2G),
business and business (B2B),
business and consumer (B2C),
it’s an inspirational conference,
fresh startup ideas and high-tech
game zone.

Prezident of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev annually visits Bakutel exhibition as well
as the other ofﬁcials from sectoral organizations. Ofﬁcial Support for the exhibition is provided
by the Ministry of Transport, Telecommunications and High Technologies of the Republic
of Azerbaijan, ITU – International Communications Union, Regional Commonwealth in
the Field of Communications (RCC), Small and Medium Business Development Agency of
the Republic of Azerbaijan (SMB), Azerbaijan Export and Investment Promotion Foundation
(Azpromo), National Conﬁderation Enterpreneurs Organizations of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
The exhibition is organized by Caspian Event Organizers (CEO).

Having been staged for 25 years now, the Bakutel exhibition has become
a tradition. It is one of the most prestigious ICT events in the region,
and it has become an important platform not only for Azerbaijan,
but also many of the countries and leading companies worldwide,
where they can demonstrate their latest achievements in high technology.

Ilham Aliyev,
President of the Republic of Azerbaijan

THE OPENING CEREMONY
WAS ATTENDED BY:
Ramin Guluzadeh
Minister of Transport, Communications
and High Technologies of the Republic
of Azerbaijan

Houlin Zhao
General - Secretary
International Telecommunication Union

Edward Strawn
Regional Director
Caspian Event Organisers

OPENING CEREMONY

VIP GUESTS

Mehmet Jahit Turhan
Minister of Transport and Infrastructure
Turkey

Konstantin Shulgan
Minister of Communications and Informatization
The Republic of Belarus

Muhammad Javad Azari Jahromi
Minister of Communications and Information Technology
Iran Islamic Republic

Khojamyrat Khudaiguliev
Chairman of Turkmensvyaz Agency
Ministry of Industry and Communication
Of Turkmenistan

Nikolai Pomoshnichkov
Representative of the ESCAP Subregional Ofﬁce
in North and Central Asia

Nurudin Mukhitdinov
Executive Director General
Commonwealth in the ﬁeld of communications
Republic of Tajikistan

Natalya Zorya
Deputy General Director
Executive Committee of the Regional Commonwealth
in the ﬁeld of Communications of the Republic of Tajikistan

4 December President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev, ﬁrst lady Mehriban Aliyeva
and their daughter Arzu Aliyeva have viewed Bakutel 2019, the 25th Azerbaijan International
Exhibition and Conference on Telecommunications, Innovations and High Technologies at
the Baku Expo Center.
.
Azerbaijan`s Minister of Transport, Communications and High Technologies Ramin Guluzade
and Caspian Event Organizers's regional director Edward Strawn informed the head of state
and ﬁrst lady of the exhibition which marks its 25th anniversary.

VISIT OF MR. PRESIDENT

REFERENCES FROM VIP GUESTS
The traditional exhibition, which has become one of the most
important events in the region in the area of ICT, is a platform
for the presentation of advanced technological achievements
and innovations, the establishment of business contacts and
the exchange of experience.

Ramin Guluzadeh

”
”
”

Minister of Transport, Communications and
High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan

I present my sincere congratulation to Bakutel for its successful
development for 25 years! Bakutel becomes an important
ICT platform for Azerbaijan, for the regions and for the world!
Wish Bakutel all the success in the future!

Houlin Zhao, Secretary-General,
International Telecommunication Union

Bakutel, one of the region’s most important events in the ﬁeld of
telecommunications and high technology, is an important platform for
presenting cutting-edge equipment from local and foreign companies,
and the latest technologies and digital solutions in various business areas.
Various events and bilateral meetings held as part of the bakutel exhibition,
which has brought together manufacturers and distributors in the relevant
ﬁeld for more than 25 years, provide an opportunity for the discussion of
innovations and topical issues in this area and the establishment of
business relationships between companies.

Orkhan Mammadov,

Chairman of the Board of the Small and Medium Business
Development Agency of the Republic of Azerbaijan

The annual Bakutel exhibition, in addition to demonstrating
high technologies and new trends, also contributes to
the development of the overall ICT policy. The highly organised
Bakutel in Azerbaijan, which has become a leading destination in
this area, including additional conferences, seminars and meetings
held as part of the exhibition, will help local and foreign companies
establish business contacts and expand existing cooperation.

Mammad Musayev,
President of the National Confederation of Entrepreneurs’
(Employers’) Organizations of the Republic of Azerbaijan

BANKING TECHNOLOGIES
BIG DATA AND BI
BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION & NETWORKS
CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES
SMART-TECH & ACCESSORIES
DIGITAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
DATA CENTERS & IT INFRASTRUCTURE
IT SERVICES
IOT & M2M
RESEARCH & INNOVATION
ROBOTICS
SECURITY
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

EXHIBITION SECTION

AUDIO & VIDEO SYSTEMS

PARTICIPATION of MINISTRIES OF
TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATIONS AND
HIGH TECHNOLOGIES

This year, the public sector at the exhibition is represented on a large scale.
At a national stand organized by the Ministry of Transport, Communications
and High Technologies of Azerbaijan can be found with new stages of
development of projects in the ﬁeld of communications, satellite communications,
nanotechnology, electronic signature infrastructure, national services, data center,
as well as startups that have received support from Ministry.

EXHIBITORS

141
Local
exhibitors

TOTAL
EXHIBITORS

238

PARTICIPATING
COUNTRIES

97
International
exhibitors

NATIONAL
PAVILIONS

Azerbaijan

Iran

Belarus

USA

Israel

Israel

Austria

Italy

Italy

UAE

Luthuania

Belarus

Russia

China

Serbia

Finland

Slovenia

France

Turkey

Georgia

Ukraine

Turkey

India

Croatia

France

Switzerland

Japan

Croatia

Sweden

Iran
Slovenia
Russia
USA

EXHIBITORS REFERENCES

As part of Bakutel 2019 we have decided to share useful
ideas and experiences with representatives of various local
and foreign companies, expanding our existing relationships
with our partners, and we have achieved this.
Bakutel is a very effective platform for tracking
the trends in the ICT sector in our country and abroad,
demonstrating innovation and establishing
new partnerships.

This is our ﬁrst visit to Azerbaijan, and we were pleased to
participate in the exhibition, where we were looking for
new business acquaintances. Our expectations were met.
Firstly, primary contacts were established with Baktelecom,
Aztelecom. We look forward to further developing partnerships.
In my opinion, the role of exhibitions is decreasing, and then
it is regaining its former glory. But, despite the wide development
of all types of communications, personal contacts play an
important role, thanks to which we conclude many transactions.

Fuad Allahverdiyev, General Director of AzerTelecom

Sergey Polovnikov, representative of Natec

Microsoft is joining Bakutel for many years.
It is one of the largest business networking platforms in
the region, and we wish you all the best for
your 25th anniversary!

The beneﬁt of the exhibition is its ability to present ideas and
projects to many people - both businessmen and industry
professionals. This is an excellent platform providing for
the development prospects of both the participating company
and the exhibition itself.

Panayiotis Ioannou,
Director of Public Sector of
24 countries in
Central Eastern Europe and
Eurasia in Microsoft

Victoria Itskovich,
Director of Architecture Solutions Division,
Softprom by ERC - Cisco Distributor

VISITORS

9 573

TOP 10
countries by visitors
Azerbaijan

Total number of visitors

Russia
Iran
Turkey
Ukraine

37

China
Belarus
Georgia

Number of countries

Germany

VISITORS OF BAKUTEL BY JOB FUNCTION:
CEO / Company founders

Software specialists

Heads of Departments

Web developers

Deputy directors

It- engineers

Purchasing Manager

It-managers, it-specialists

Manager of logistics

Web designers,
graphic designers,
art directors

Technical managers
Programmers

REFERENCES FROM VISITORS

”

I am always looking forward to Bakutel with great
interest. On the ﬁrst day of the exhibition, we managed
to meet and talk with representatives of local and
Turkish companies, exchange information. I hope to
have a positive impact on our business relations in
the future.I consider it necessary to stage such an
exhibition, since here we learn about modern
technologies and have the opportunity to exchange
experiences.

Fariz Mammadov,
Sumgayit Technology Park LLC

”

”

I think that exhibitions are the best place for
business communication. You can meet many
people at once under one roof. This makes this event
important and interesting for business people.
I liked that the current Bakutel is competently
focused on speciﬁc zones. People and companies
form clusters and create areas of interest.
Expanding the exhibition in this format will increase
the attractiveness of the event for companies
that want to create a new topic for dialogue.
Therefore, many participants have the chance to
become either partners, or customers and
successful customers.

Konstantin Burykin,
The Kingdom of Netherlands, Irdeto

PRESS CONFERENCE

EXHIBITION EVENTS

2 December 2020, Hilton Baku

THE PRESS CONFERENCE WAS ATTENDED BY:

Mr. Edward Straun

Mr. Elmir Velizade

Mr. Tural Kerimli

Mrs. Nigar Shikhlinskaya

Ms. Fazila Nakhmatova

Regional Director
Caspian Event Organisers

Deputy Minister of
Transport,
Communications and
High Technologies of
the Republic of
Azerbaijan

Chairman of the board
Innovations Agency

Head of corporate
communications
Azercell Telecom

Project Manager

During the press conference, media representatives were detailed informed about what
will be presented at the exhibition, what is new for the country and for industry
participants, were also able to get answers to interested questions.

BUSINESS BREAKFAST

EXHIBITION EVENTS

During breakfast, the importance of maximizing the use of all exhibition
resources to establish new contacts was noted, and the free opportunities
offered by the organisers before, during and after the exhibition were discussed.
Organisers are conﬁdent that the helpful tips laid out will be successfully applied
during participation of these companies at the exhibition.
Over 32 representatives of local companies took part in the business breakfast.

B2B MEETINGS

EXHIBITION EVENTS

As part of the exhibition, a B2B workshop was held, where the
participants were given the opportunity to meet with leading local
companies in order to build effective business communiations for
further cooperation. This year these meetings were even more ambitious
by attracting representatives of companies from vertical sectors of
the economy, so that exhibitors can offer their digital solutions.
Total were held 39 meetings.

BAKUTEL TECH TALKS

EXHIBITION EVENTS

www.techtalks.az

The 2nd International
Discussion Platform Bakutel Tech Talks will be held as part of the exhibition
on December 4-5.
This unique platform will allow raising relevant issues
of the industry, creating a constructive dialogue between
customers and developers, and presenting innovative
content to industry professionals.

Presentation and Innovation zone sponsor :

As part of Bakutel Tech Talks
sessions were held:
“Bizimkilər” (Ours)
with the participation of our compatriots
working in large IT companies in the world.
Moderator: Araz Yusubov
Dean of the faculty of information
technology and engineering ADA University
Vusal Dadashov
Chief Software Engineer / Uber/
Amsterdam , Holland
Parvin Sadigova
Cybersecurity analyst Onﬁdo/
London, United Kingdom
Adil Aliyev
Software Deveopment Engineer
Provisions Amazon/Vancouver,Canada
Gunay Kazimzadeh
Researcher in the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence,
Berlin Technical University/
Weisenbaum Institute/Berlin, Germany
Rovshan Musayev
Cloud Engineer

Presentation and Innovation zone sponsor :

EXHIBITION EVENTS

As part of Bakutel Tech Talks
sessions were held:
“Women in ICT sphere”,
dedicated to women of Azerbaijan,
who have connected their lives and careers with IT.
The sponsor of this session is Pasha Bank.
Moderator: Sarkhan Hashimov
General Manager / Elcore AG
On the regions of Eastern Europe and
Central Asia
Parvin Sadigova
Cybersecurity analyst
Onﬁdo / London, United Kingdom

Ulduza Khalilova
Deputy Head of Department E-government
and Digital Innovation / Asan Xidmet
Sabina Gurbanova
Head of Digital Laboratory Digital Products /
Pasha Bank
Natavan Akhundova
ATL Tech
Nazila Gashimzadeh
Head of Sales and Marketing /
Bakinity Distribution

Bakutel TechTalks “Women in ICT sphere”
session sponsor:

EXHIBITION EVENTS

In the frame work
of Bakutel TechTalks:

EXHIBITION EVENTS

“The role of school and university in the formation of IT professionals:
challenges and needs”, where in the format of “live” communication
between employers and students, topical issues of choosing
a profession, demand and supply in the IT labor market will be discussed.
Moderator: Araz Yusubov
Dean of the faculty of information technology and
engineering ADA University
Vusal Khanlarov
Head of the Department of Informatization of the Education System
Ministry of Education of Azerbaijan Republic
Ramin Mahmudzadeh
Dean of the faculty of information technologies and programming
Baku State University
Elkhan Ibragimov
Chief specialist of the department of development of
information systems of Kapital Bank
Naila Allahverdiyeva
Head of the Department of Process Autimatization Engineering
Baku Higher Oil School

INNOVATIONS AND
PRESENTATIONS ZONE

EXHIBITION EVENTS

With the aim of increasing the effectiveness of the participation of exhibitors in
the exhibition, business program of bakutel has included modern communication
platforms, dialogue and search for effective solutions: presentation area,
where companies were able to offer their products and services,
as well as a zone of innovation, where the company provided the opportunity
to demonstrate the newest technology.

Presentation and Innovation zone sponsor:

BUSINESS – DIALOGUE
WITH NIKOLAY USKOV

NİKOLAY
USKOV

EXHIBITION EVENTS

A private event took place on December 4, organized
in a unique format business dialogue. On one site
were collected entrepreneurs, representatives of
state sector, investors, as well as owners of
the companies – participants of the exhibition.
The special guest was editorial director of the Forbes
magazine Nikolay Uskov and Director of 1news
news agency - Rakhman Gadzhiev , which is longterm partner of the Bakutel exhibitions. Within the
framework of the dialogue, were discussed innovations in business and the formula for success in
the modern world.

RƏHMAN
HACIYEV

FILM SHOW FOR PERSONS
WITH VISION AND HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
Within Bakutel2019, December 5, at the initiativeof the Ministry of
Transport, Communications and High Technologies of the Republic of
Azerbaijan contained with a special display of a given version of the ﬁlm
"Talking Letter" for people with impaired vision and hearing.

EVENING RECEPTION

Second day of the exhibition held
on December 4, was marked by
evening reception at
the Hyatt Regency organized
for Bakutel participants.
The main goal of the event is creating
a pleasant relaxed atmosphere
conducive to communication.
The event was attended by exhibitors,
ofﬁcials, partners of the Caspian Event
Organizers, as well as media
representatives.

NUMBER OF ABOVE ARTICLES
TV AND RADIO REPORTS

165 articles in 22 newspapers and 5 magazines
2753 news in 255 internet portals
86 videos on 9 TV channels
15 news on 6 radio channels
Newspapers:
525-ci
Azerbaijan
Baki xeber
Bakinskiy Rabochiy
Edalet
Ejednevnie novosti
Hefte ichi
Iki sahil

Kaspi
Movge
Nedelya
Olaylar
Palitra
Paralel
Respublika

Magazines:
Aspan
ChipOnline
InfoCity

Pervaya Milya
World Economics

Ses
Sherg
Uch Nogte
Vishka
Xalg
Xalg cebhesi
Yeni Musavat

EXHIBITION ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

Sms sendings
Distribution of invitation ticket s
E-mailings
Direct mailing
Monitors in hotels and business centers
Rollups
Posters
Heydar aliyev intern ational airport banners
Advert on bridge
Billboards
Taksophones
Monitors in business centers
Monitors on road

ROBOPARK
РОБОПАРК
For the ﬁrst time in the "Robopark" zone with the support of the Ministry of Transport,
Communications and High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan were
presented the most modern robot models and advanced technologies, STEM
courses, conduct located in over 20 interactive and entertainment zones, VR Zone,
Game Zone and Innovation Agency, where young visitors could gain knowledge in
ﬁelds of robotics, programming and unmanned aerial vehicles.
THE VISITORS OF THE EXHIBITION WERE PRESENTED THE NEWEST MODELS
THE MOST DIFFERENT ROBOTS. AMONG THEM:

Humanoid robot
from Las Vegas Pepper

More than
20 interactive zones

Fish robots

Cosmozone

Well-known robot artist

Robot pianist

Various robot competition sumo,
wrestling, as well as drone racing

Flying six-meter
astronaut

OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER
OF THE EXHIBITION
Detailed information about the exhibition can be found in the Ofﬁcial the
Bakutel newspaper - a print and electronic publication that publishes on
their pages information about the course of the exhibition,
news companies - participants, expert materials on various segments
agricultural complex, about new technologies, interviews with leading
industry experts.

DOWNLOAD
NEWSPAPER
POSSIBLE
BY QR CODE

OFFICIAL EXHIBITION CATALOG

Print and electronic edition, which contains short description
of participating companies

DOWNLOAD
CATALOG
POSSIBLE
BY QR CODE

SPECIAL CERTIFICATES

Best collective stand
USA National Pavilion
Best Country Presentation
National Pavilion of the Republic of Belarus
Best Standard Stand
Croatian National Pavilion
Best debut
Dost Agency
Best corporate stand
Bakcell
The brightest stand
Bestcomp Group
Best stand design
Azercell Telecom LLC
The most creative stand
Deloitte
The most innovative stand
Azertelecom
Best product presentation
Ericsson AB Branch Ofﬁce Azerbaijan
Best service presentation
E-Gov Development Center Public Legal Entity
Most visited stand
Ministry of Transport, Innovation and
High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan
Best entertainment program
Azerfon

SPECIAL CERTIFICATES

APPLICATION FOR SMARTPHONES
Ofﬁcial mobile application of the
Bakutel exhibition for mobile devices
with iOS and Android is an application
designed for your convenience,
with extended functionality and
high level use.

YOU CAN
DOWNLOAD
APPLICATION
BY QR CODE

THE APPLICATION CONTAINS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
Business program
Schedule of seminars and conferences
Events taking place right now will be automatically highlighted
Exhibition layout
The introduced iBeacon technology will mark the stand on the map,
which is in close proximity to you
Exhibition participants catalog
Additional information about exhibitors

SUPPORT

International
Telecommunication
Union

Regional Commonwealth
in the field of
Communications (RCC)

Small and Medium
Business Development Agency
of the Republic of Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan Export and
Investment Promotion
Foundation

National Confederation of
Entrepreneurs (Employers`)
Organizations of the
Republic of Azerbaijan

GENERAL SPONSOR

OFFICIAL
TRAVEL AGENCY

OFFICIAL HOTELS

OFFICIAL MEDIA PARTNER

INFORMATION PARTNERS

AZERBAIJAN TURKEY BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

INFORMATION SUPPORT

INTERNET SUPPORT

Bütün Bakının saytı

OFFICIAL
STAND BUILDER

1 2 3
DECEMBER
2021
BAKU EXPO CENTER

26th Azerbaijan International

TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
INNOVATIONS AND
HIGH TECHNOLOGIES
EXHIBITION

Support

Organiser

www.bakutel.az

Tel.

: +994 12 4041000
: +99455 2241000
E-mail : telecoms@ceo.az
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bakutel

